“The Elimination of Atomic Radiant Rays &
Columbus` Egg From The Spark of Simple Thought”
It is measured with HADO that the brains of wild animals and human
beings are resonance with Carbon and semiconductor.
HADO measured that KOSAL sheets I have produced activates plasma
energy which is inevitable to men and all kind of living things. My simple
way of thinking has made me create a standing egg-shape formed with two
faced initial letters “C” from a chemical symbol “Carbon” which works as the
semiconductor wave.
Plasma energy is measured to be elevated more by
coalescing the standing egg-shape in the center of Möbius strip ∞ (88888
KOSAL body chakra).

In January, 2005 HADO has measured at Futakami Energy lab that
the Plasma Energy KOSAL sheet radiates quite a amount of far infrared rays
& minus ion besides a spirit of life energy which has the function of
eliminating atomic radiation from the Plasma Energy KOSAL sheet.
The proof was in testing the sheet by Far Infrared Applied Association,
namely FIAA in September, 2007.

Its result was that minus ion had

radiated from the sheet and the rate of far-infrared rays was +88.19%.
Moreover, the capability of the atomic radiant elimination is proved by
FIAA in July, 2011,.
Besides those proofs above, in September, 2011, another test took place
with the help of residents by using KOSAL sheet in the outside of 50 km
radius around the area contaminated with the amount of radiant rays,
1.08μSv/hr from the atomic explosion of Fukushima Daiich.

The result of

the test was that the plasma energy KOSAL sheets surely eliminated the
radiant rays.

In March of this year, I participated in the convention of an organic
agriculture network in Fukushima and listened to a presenter who is an
organic farmer in the contaminated area of Fukushima.
He asserted that all grasses and plants have had the power of eliminating
atomic radiations or radiant rays.

I have confirmed what he asserted was right because HADO measured
that chlorophyll in all grasses and plants works as a semiconductor wave in
light synthesis.
An well-known phrase “Columbus’ egg” implying “An Idea From A
Simple Way of Thinking” has just come up to my mind as an image of
a
KOSAL sheet whose mark as a semiconductor wave which should be formed
like the shape of a standing egg.
In August of this year, the idea of a
standing egg measured by HADO is resonant with a semiconductor wave.

A Magokoro mark is depicted as the quartet of plasma energy KOSAL
mark, whose looped figure has inspired me to accomplish a plasma model tile
whose size is 194mm×194mm×10mm with a double of the Magokoro mark.
The power of eliminating atomic radioactivities and radiant rays from
each of sheets whose marks are a KOSAL mark, a Magokoro mark, and a
double of the quartet mark on plasma model tile is measured as +2 while
the rate of time lapse and an atomic nucleus are measured as 1:4:8 shown on
the HADO Measurement List of Resonant Proportion.
Then the speed of eliminating atomic radiant ray is tested by FIAA,
whose result is shown below.
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22.3%
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Magokoro sheet
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417

Plasma model tile

30.4%

539

＊ To submerge one piece of plasma model tile in the 2 liter-sized pan
type container which contains the 2 liter sample contaminated
water whose radiation amount is 1.02μSv/hr.

Out of consideration for the result above, I’d like to ask an inspection about
an experiment to eliminate the amount of radiation by using pieces of plasma
model tiles which used to be called as plasma ceramic model tiles before the
cooled off water in the building for turbine is sent out to the nuclear reactor.
In addition, employing more than 600 pieces of plasma model tiles into
the decommissioning atomic reactor could not only help to shorten the lapse of
time but also to decrease the amount of atomic radiations after the fuel rods
are taken out, which is my proposal as well as my project whose full detailed
report is presented as follows to be examined by someone whom it is
concerned .
HADO measurement has shown that the time energy of plasma model tile
is up to +16 which is two +8 when the conductive power of energy from plasma
model tile increases.
The more effectiveness of shortening the lapse of time for eliminating
radiation rays can be expected when the spot or the pool of the decommissioning
atomic inner reactor is additionally pressed with the magnetic power and an
electronic impulse.
HADO has measured that plasma model tile is resonant with antimatter
styles and it has a function of activation.
HADO has also measured that a plasma energy has the functions of a
matter with plus electric charge & minus charged particle and an antimatter
styles with minus electric charge & plus charged particle.
I have measured by HADO how much magnetism resonant with plasma
model tile and the effectiveness of pressure on an electronic impulse could raise
the effect of energy including the conductive power of energy.
The results of HADO measurement is as follows.
Ⅰ.

The HADO number of the matters such as Galaxy. Sunbeams, Solar
Energy

Nucleus,

Nucleus,

Silicon,

Carbon,

Electronic,

Mass,

and

Elementary Participle which enhance spirit of life energy will be doubled to

+16 from two +8．
Ⅱ.

The HADO number of the matters such as magnetic reconnection, electric
magnetism energy, time energy, semiconductor, plasma, and ultrafast
transfer which enforce the spirit/life energy will be doubled to +16 from two
+8th

Ⅲ.

There are antimatter which are harmful and depressing to our lives such
as electron beam, micro-wave radiation, neutron beam, gamma beam, beta
beam, alpha rays, positron beam, and etc, which make the spirit of life
energy down whose HADO’s numerical value is -1 which has changed into
energy +2 HADO’s treatment.
All of the HADO measurement shown above has made me think that the

lapse of time for eliminating the atomic radiation can be twice shortened while
time energy has been twice raised.
As mentioned all above, my proposal here as a project is to shorten the
lapse of time for the elimination and the harmlessness over atomic radiations,
And it is also to find some possibility to curtail the anticipated time frame from
40 to 50 years in attaining complete decommissioning furnaces in order to reach
the safe time frame from the return to origin of the earth within 5 to 10 years.
Additional notes on November 7 in 2012 by Hisataka Kawagata
It is assumed over 17 million deteriorated atomic nucleus in the inside of
the decommissioning atomic reactor’s pool from which harmful radiation rays to
human being would come about after the heat energy from nuclear fission
radiates.
The earth has her own force of resuscitation to eliminate harmful atomic
radiation by the return to origins of the earth from deteriorated nucleuses
because of functioning the atomic nuclear transformation under the normal
temperature.
If you can deal with 1,000 nucleuses in a day, it would take about 17,000
days or 46.575 or 47 years to reach the return to origin of the earth for
eliminating the deteriorated atomic nucleuses to be transferred to complete

decommissioning atomic reactors.
A piece of plasma model tile has 8 atomic nucleuses which have the function
of converting deteriorated nucleuses such as Silicon, Carbon, Electronic, Mass,
and

Elemental article.

Each of them has been measured as HADO as +8,

time energy as +8, and spirit and life energy as +8 for eliminate the
radioactivities.
I made the assumption that 600 pieces of plasma model tile employed in
the decommissioning atomic reactors’ pool from which fuel rods are removed in
order to promote the return to original of the earth from deteriorated atomic
nucleuses can increase 4,800 nucleuses from nucleus of 8×600 pieces plasma
model tile, and that 9,600 nucleuses is twice 4,800 nucleus a day with the effect of

additional pressure on magnetic force and electronic impulse to accelerate the
conductive power of energy for eliminating the radiation.
My assumption stated above, it would take about 1,771 days or about 5
years (4.852 years) to necessitate the return to origins of the earth from
approximately 17 million individual deteriorated atomic nucleuses.
Note: HADO measurement classifies into two types of matters; one is a
matter resonant with plasma model tile which is plus electric charge & minus
charged particle.

The other is an antimatter dissonant with plasma model tile

which is minus electric charge & plus charged particle such as antipositron,
antiproton, antineutron and anthydrogen.
Reference consultation: One theory says that it is a big misunderstanding that
any

wisdom can always produce a matter or a substance.

Because the

matter made of an atom and a molecule cannot be beyond the conductive power
of magnetism and electronic impulse.

